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Abstract In this paper, we first sketch the joint action theory paradigm from a
general viewpoint in sciences of culture. Then we specify this generic description by
focusing on the joint action theory in didactics (JATD). We elaborate on three
currently developed elements of the theory: the reticence-expression dialectics; the
contract-milieu dialectics, through what we call the equilibration process; the
didactic semiosis. The empirical part of this paper aims at presenting two empirical
studies, which may function as exemplars for JATD, relating to the three afore-
mentioned elements. In the concluding part, we produce a brief synthesis of the
main features of our paper, by reframing our empirical analysis. We argue that the
didactic contract can be seen as common background in the semiosis process, we
show the entanglement between the two kinds of semiosis that we previously
delineated, and we conclude by making explicit some features of the comparative
approach in didactics.

Keywords Joint action ! Didactics ! Contract-milieu dialectics ! Reticence-
expression dialectics ! Didactic semiosis ! Comparative approach

Introduction

This paper is divided into four parts. The first part is devoted to a short presentation
of the Joint Action Theory Paradigm. In the second part, we specify the generic
description of the first part by focusing on the joint action theory in didactics
(Ligozat 2011; Sensevy 2011, 2012, 2014; Tiberghien and Malkoun 2009; Venturini
and Amade-Escot 2013). We elaborate on three currently developed elements of the
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theory: the reticence-expression dialectics; the contract-milieu dialectics, through
what we call the equilibration process; the didactic semiosis. The third part of this
paper aims at presenting two empirical studies, which may function as exemplars
(Kuhn 1979) for JATD, relating to the three aforementioned elements. In the
concluding part, we produce a brief synthesis of the main features of our paper.

The Joint Action Paradigm

One of the sources of the joint action approach may be found in symbolic
interactionism, mainly in Mead’s work. Indeed, Mead (1967) provides us with a
remarkable conception of action as a social act in which certain features of the
conduct of a participant are taken as ‘‘stimuli’’ by her partners, and reciprocally.
Acting means recognizing the action of others. But this recognition is not produced
by an isolated individual who needs to make a rational calculation of others’
behavior to adjust her conduct. A social act is an act from the social. Blumer
acknowledged this point, and argued that describing a social act means describing a
‘‘joint activity, inside which the individual act is being formed as it is directed to fit
into an ongoing patterning of the acts of others’’ (Blumer 2004, pp. 32–33). We
argue that these joint activities can be modeled as games, following notably the
epistemological turn accomplished, in different ways, by some scholars (e.g.
Wittgenstein 1997; Elias 2012; Goffman 1970; Bourdieu 1990; Bruner 1983;
Hintikka and Sandu 2006; Bazin 2008), which consists in instituting the notion of a
game as a valuable model to describe human conduct. Social games can be seen as
illustrating Blumer’s striking formula: acting jointly means to carry out ‘‘an ongoing
patterning of the acts of others’’, something we will call a semiosis of others, the
deciphering of actions—verbal as well as bodily—that other persons carry out in a
certain situation. Conversely, this patterning of the acts of others entails that we
offer our acts to others as patterns to decipher.

A recent body of research in neuroscience, cognitive science, and philosophy of
mind (Clark 1996; Searle 2005; Sebanz et al. 2006; Tomasello 2014) has put
forward at least three concepts that one can relate to the roots of joint action as they
have been conceptualized by Mead and others. First, the concept of joint attention
(notably Bruner 1977; Eilan et al. 2005) that makes the sharing of attention on the
same objects the key feature of joint action. Second, the concept of joint affordance
that is related to the fact that participants in the same joint action recognize the same
affordances (Gibson 1979) in a given environment. Third, the concept of common
ground (Clark 1996), referring to the set of shared preconceptions and conceptions,
which makes communication possible between participants in joint actions. This
last concept holds deep similarities with the Wittgensteinian concept of background
(Wittgenstein 1969, 1997), which can be seen as a system of meanings that one has
to know in order to understand the language and behaviors of other people. In the
following we will use the expression of common background to refer to the common
meaning allowing joint action.
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It is worth adding that such a point of view shares many deep commonalities,
and, perhaps, fruitful differences, with the Practical epistemology approach
(Wickman and Östman 2002; Wickman 2012).

Some Analytical Tools Within a Joint Action Theory in Didactics

In this part, we elaborate on some generic characteristics of joint action we
presented above in order to specify them to didactic settings. In the first section of
this part, we first attempt to describe the general pattern of didactic transactions that
we model as a didactic game, considered as the core of the logical structure of the
teaching–learning process. Against this background, we present two different
dialectics (the reticence-expression and contract-milieu dialectics) that we consider
as a fundamental matrix for describing the didactic activity. Then we elaborate on
these dialectics to specify the notion of the reciprocal semiosis of others to what we
term the twofold semiosis in the didactic process. We conclude the section by
presenting the notion of didactic equilibration, which refers to the kind of
equilibrium the didactic joint action may achieve in the milieu-contract dialectics.

The Fundamental Structure of the Didactic Game

In the previous sections, we showed how a ‘‘social act’’, in Mead’s perspective, can
be seen as grounded in the reciprocal semiosis of others. Others can be considered
as bearing signs, one has to decipher in order to act properly, i.e. to act jointly in a
relevant way.

In a didactic institution—that is the general term we give to all institutions, in
Douglas’ sense (1986), where the main purpose is to teach something to someone—
there are some distinctive constraints that shape the kind of semiosis that takes
place. In order to take into account the effect of these constraints on the semiosis
process, we model the didactic transactions as a game, a didactic game. What are
the main characteristics of this game? Considering the didactic system as
undividable, one can argue that a didactic game gathers three ‘‘entities’’: the
teacher, the student, and the knowledge at stake. Speaking of the reciprocal
semiosis of others means, for example, that the teacher has to decipher and interpret
the student’s behavior according to the piece of knowledge at stake, in the same way
as the student has to decipher and interpret the teacher’s behavior according to the
piece of knowledge at stake. The didactic game is thus a ‘‘reciprocal game’’, which
one may describe both as a teacher’s game on the student’s game through the piece
of knowledge at play, and a student’s game on the teacher’s game through the piece
of knowledge at play. But describing the didactic transactions in this way is
insufficient. We argue that the didactic game is a game in which one player (the
teacher) wins if and only if the other player (the student) wins. The teacher cannot
make the ‘‘winning moves’’ (i.e. cannot learn) in place of the student. All that she
can do is play in an indirect way in order to enable the student to learn. In this
respect, the students have to enact a firsthand relationship with the piece of
knowledge at stake.

On the Nature of the Semiotic Structure of the Didactic…
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The Reticence-Expression Dialectics

This logical structure entails a fundamental constraint that we have described
(Sensevy 2011, 2012, 2014) by arguing that the teacher has to be reticent—the
teacher must not tell the student all she knows—in order to enable the student to
learn by herself—a necessity we term the proprio motu clause. The teacher’s
reticence and the proprio motu clause strongly shape the kind of semiosis inherent
to the didactic game. For example, in an everyday life situation, one who answers ‘‘I
don’t know’’ to another person’s question merely displays simple ignorance. But in
a didactic institution, the teacher answering ‘‘I don’t know’’ to a student’s question
does not necessarily mean ignorance; it may actually signify a ‘‘reticent move’’
from someone who does not want to unveil some important features of the piece of
knowledge at stake.

Acknowledging the logical necessity of reticence in Educational Processes does
not certainly mean that the teacher has to remain silent all the time.1 For example,
imagine that when a teacher asks the classroom a question about what arithmetic
operation fits the problem in a proportional reasoning, a student (falsely) answers
‘‘addition’’. Then the teacher has to choose between different possible strategies.
Among many possibilities, she can answer (i) nothing, by remaining silent; (ii) ‘‘No,
you’re wrong’’; (iii) ‘‘Are you sure?’’; (iv) ‘‘What do you think?’’ by addressing the
other students, etc. And one has to keep in mind, while considering these various
answers that nothing is said above about the prosodic and proxemics features of
these answers that may change in a drastic way the meaning of each of them.
Indeed, obviously the teacher has also to talk. Firstly, she has to convey some
meanings directly to the student, and secondly, even though her intention is to hide
some knowledge features, she has to speak in order to enable the student to orient
herself in the learning environment. To be reticent, one has to talk. To hide, one has
to show.

Understanding the grammar of the teacher’s action thus means understanding
what the teacher chooses to be tacit about and what she chooses to say, what she
chooses to hide and what she chooses to show, and how she manages that, while
knowing that saying (showing) and being tacit (hiding) can be seen as the two faces
of the same coin. With this respect, we draw the hypothesis that every teaching
move enacts a dialectics of reticence and expression that shapes the reciprocal
semiosis, in that it constrains the displaying of signs by the teacher as well as the
deciphering of signs by the student. We term the relationship between reticence and
expression as dialectics, in the way that reticence and expression are both opposed
and complementary.

However, such a dialectics cannot be understood as an a priori system of
intentions. The intentional system is reshaped by the in situ didactic action, given
what the teacher chooses to say (show) or to be tacit about (hide) while deciphering
the student’s behavior in a specific semiosis process. Reciprocally, the student is
engaged in a particular semiosis process that enables her to make sense or not of the

1 This can be a kind of ‘‘constructivist fallacy’’, according to which the teacher has to ‘‘withdraw’’
permanently so that the students may act on their own.
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teacher’s behavior (Sensevy and Forest 2011; Gruson and Sensevy 2013). That is to
say that the student directly influences the teacher’s behavior. If the teacher plays on
the student’s game, the student plays on the teacher’s game in return. More strongly,
it is to say that the didactic action (i.e. the teaching action and/or the learning action)
is a semiotic joint action, as the logical inquiry tells us.

The Contract-Milieu Dialectics

It is possible to further analyze this semiotic joint action by providing a specific
description of students’ activity.

When facing a problem, a student confronts what we call a milieu (Brousseau
1997; Sensevy and Tiberghien 2015) that one can define as the epistemic structure
of the problem at stake, what has to be known. For example, for someone who has to
understand a discourse in a foreign language, the milieu is a specific symbolic
organization of the discourse itself. For someone who has to do something with a
representational system, the milieu is a specific symbolic organization of the system
of representations itself. So in the semiosis process, the student has to produce a first
semiosis, the deciphering of some signs of the milieu. The student has to face a
rather enigmatic set of elements that she has to relate in order to build a system of
meanings, in the knowing of what has to be known. To do so, she has to establish
meaningful connexions between hitherto disconnected entities. This is the student’s
part in the mesogenesis process, i.e. the building of the milieu as the relevant
structure of the problem.

This kind of deciphering, which constitutes what can be called a milieu semiosis,
is enacted against the background of a specific knowledge system on which the
student is going to rely to tackle the problem (understanding a discourse, acting with
a representational system, etc.). This knowledge system refers to what is already
known by the student. But it is not produced independently of the social structure in
which the didactic process unfolds. In many didactic settings, this entering
knowledge is a previously taught knowledge that has been structured in the
preceding didactic joint action. It corresponds to a common background that we call
didactic contract (Brousseau 1997), which can be seen as a system of capacities
(capabilities) as well as a system of expectations, norms, rules, habits, that stemmed
from previous transactions between the teacher and the students relating to the
knowledge at play.

The whole didactic process thus may be seen through the contract-milieu
dialectics. In a way, contract and milieu are opposed entities, in that the contract
refers to ancient knowledge, the ‘‘known’’, necessary (but more or less insufficient)
to deal with the problem, and the milieu refers to new knowledge, the ‘‘to be
known’’, that has to emerge from the worked out problem. But one may consider
them at the same time as complementary entities, in that it is impossible to think of a
new knowledge to build without referring to the ancient knowledge on which the
new one is grounded (and reciprocally).

On the Nature of the Semiotic Structure of the Didactic…
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The Semiosis Process Within the Didactic Joint Action

This fundamental structure of the didactic joint action brings us to specify the
semiosis process occurring in this joint action. We can summarize the whole process
as follows.

1. In the didactic activity, the student has to solve a problem, in the more general
sense of this term.

2. The problem that the student tries to solve is embedded in a didactic milieu, that
one may consider as a system of symbolic forms, as meaningful connections
that the student has to build (as such) in order to be able to cope with the
problem.

3. The student faces the problem through a particular relationship to it, grounded
in the didactic contract specific to this problem.

4. The didactic activity bringing together the teacher and the student in the
problem solving process is first of all a semiotic activity, which means the
producing and deciphering of signs. This semiosis is a reciprocal semiosis, in
that both the teacher and the student have to decipher the signs provided by the
other as a source of their action.

5. In this semiosis process, on the one hand, the teacher may produce signs that
mainly refer to the didactic contract, as a system of knowledge that has been
previously jointly established between her and the student. For example, in a
proportional reasoning problem, the teacher may choose to tell the students
something of the following kind: ‘‘remember the problem of recipe we solved
last week’’; on the other hand, the signs produced by the teacher may refer to
the didactic milieu, by orienting the student through the symbolic system that
this milieu represents, and acting in order to enable her to establish relevant
relationships. For example, in the same proportional reasoning problem, the
teacher may ask the students to reflect about the way the two quantities linked
by the proportional relation behave with one another.

6. In doing that, the teacher may remain silent, reticent, about some aspects of the
problem at stake, or express herself about some of these aspects. In this
semiosis process, the student has to orient herself by deciphering the signs
provided by the teacher as clues referring to the previously established contract
(contract driven semiosis [CDS] in the twofold student’s semiosis) or as
possible orientations in the milieu enacting the problem to be solved (milieu
driven semiosis [MDS] in the twofold student’s semiosis).

7. In that way, JATD may consider the didactic activity as a semiosis process
whose description may rest on the characterization of two dialectics: the
contract-milieu dialectics; the expression-reticence dialectics. The entangle-
ment can be described as an equilibration process between the ‘‘ancient’’
structures that enable the joint action to be carried out, and the ‘‘new’’ structures
that emerge from problematization and problem solving.

G. Sensevy et al.
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The Didactic Equilibration Process

The didactic equilibration characterizes the kind of relationship between the
didactic contract and the milieu in the joint didactic action, this relation being
mainly shaped by the way the teacher manages the reticence-expression dialectics.
We can determine two main ideal–typical relationships, which one can consider as
two poles of a gradient.

At one pole of this gradient, the milieu can be seen as an auxiliary of the contract.
For example, in a language session, the teacher may want the students to read a
certain text, but this text, as a milieu, is barely a way of reminding some meanings
the teacher has previously conveyed to the students. The core of the didactic process
does not lie in the new meanings that this text might foster, but in the ‘‘ancient’’
system of meanings that the teacher tries to reinforce. The most important thing in
this learning-teaching process is the teacher’s discourse or conduct, to the extent
that the text (milieu) could be removed from the transactions, and simply ‘‘evoked’’
by the teacher or the students, without compromising the learning stake. In a way,
the milieu is a pretext. In this kind of relationship, the students’ semiosis process is
mainly a contract-driven semiosis (CDS). The students have mainly to decipher the
teacher’s intentional signs in the didactic contract.

In the second typical relationship, the contract can be seen as an auxiliary of the
milieu. For example, in a language session, the teacher may want the students to be
able to read the text accurately, in a text-centered process, in which the students
have to discover the meanings of the text in a first-hand relationship. In order to
foster such an inquiry, the teacher must necessarily rely on the epistemic habits of
actions of the didactic contract, but as a means to orient the students’ inquiry in the
milieu. In this kind of relationship, the student’ s semiosis process is mainly a
milieu-driven semiosis (MDS). The students have mainly to decipher the non-
intentional signs of the milieu.

An actual didactic process generally mixes these two ideal–typical relationships,
according to the characteristics of the knowledge at stake. But it is possible to draw
a line between contract-oriented transactional systems and milieu-oriented trans-
actional systems, and, in doing that, to acknowledge different strategic systems in
the teacher’s action.

Two Empirical Studies

The Treasure Game: The Magnifying Glass and Pan Story

The Treasure Game: General Description of the Situation

The treasure game was designed for kindergarten students by Brousseau and his
team at the beginning of the nineteen-eighty’s (1980s). It took place over several
months and it aimed at making students build a system of graphical representations.
Brousseau (2004) has presented strong theorization of this research design, which he

On the Nature of the Semiotic Structure of the Didactic…
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considered as a fundamental2 situation for the notion of representation. The
situation was re-implemented and reconceptualized in some classes in Switzerland
(Schubauer-Leoni et al. 2007; Leutenegger 2008; Leutenegger and Ligozat 2009)
and in France. The didactic device takes place regularly over 45 sessions, of
variable duration. It consists in producing a list of objects to be remembered and
communicated. The game is organized in four stages, the rules changing as the
game progresses.

In the first stage, the teacher presents two or three small new objects each day.
These objects belong to the world of children. The children are seated in a circle in
front of the teacher and the objects are passed from hand to hand. The teacher asks
the students to name them, then she puts them into a box (the treasure chest).

She closes it and puts it on her knees. Then she asks: what’s in my box? When a
student calls out the name of an object, the teacher pulls it out of the box and places
it in full view. Then she asks ‘‘Is my box empty?’’, and if not, the game continues,
and so on.

The game takes place every morning. Every 2 or 3 days, new objects (two or
three objects) are presented by the teacher and are added to the previous ones.
1 month later, the whole class has emptied a box of 40 objects. They can seem
disparate but they were carefully chosen, as we can see from some examples of
objects that are given in Fig. 1. These examples include ‘‘the magnifying glass’’ and
‘‘the pan’’ which will support the problem of representation in the episode we will
study further in this section.

This stage is played out with the entire group of students and focuses on the
creation of a verbal system of reference for the objects in the treasure chest.

Stage 2 continues with two memory games, Firstly the students are asked to
play an individual memory game, as each pupil must individually remember 3
objects that are hidden daily in the treasure chest. This part of the game is quite
easy: all the children understand the game and are able to succeed, which entails
memorizing a short list of 3 items from the morning to the evening.

But when all the pupils have understood this memory game with 3 objects, the
teacher introduces an important change: she asks each pupil to remember ten hidden
objects. This informational leap makes it impossible to win only with internal
memory. The jump from 3 to 10 objects necessitates pupils producing individual
graphical lists, in order to remember objects and win the game.

Stage 3 is aimed at communicating with a list. This new part of the game takes
place in small groups of five pupils. A pupil, who is ‘‘the designer’’, writes four
object representations that are hidden in the box. The other four pupils have to
‘‘read’’ the graphic representations of the designer, and name each object to get it
out of the box. This third stage gives pupils opportunities to debate, firstly in their
small group, and secondly in the whole classroom during the 4th stage of the game.

In stage 4, the pupils build a common code for the whole class. In the
implementation of this engineering, stage 3 and 4 are intertwined. The teacher

2 In Brousseau’s sense, a fundamental situation is seen as a game. In order to win, one has to master
specific knowledge, which constitutes an optimum winning strategy for this game.
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makes some changes in stage 3, which prepare the debates in stage 4, and we can
observe that in most cases, stage 3 and 4 become progressively intertwined.

The small episode we study in this paper, which we called the ‘‘magnifying glass
and pan story’’, takes place in stage 3.

The Magnifying Glass and Pan Story

In the short moment of joint didactic action we present, the teacher has shared with
the students the failure of the designing and recognizing of the pan (Fig. 2). She
asks students to find some ideas to draw and recognize the pan better.

Our description and analysis use a hybrid system with photograms, utterances
and commentaries focusing on the twofold semiosis. The English discourse is a

Fig. 1 Some objects from the reference collection

Fig. 2 The pan. During this
episode in stage 3, the teacher
gives the designer four quite
different objects, one of them
being ‘‘the pan’’ (cf Fig. 1).
When the students want to
‘‘read’’ the designer’s
production, they fail to
recognize ‘‘the pan’’ (the
designed object in this figure,
mistaking it for ‘‘the magnifying
glass’’, another object of the
reference collection which has a
similar form (cf Fig. 1)
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translation from French of the real pronounced utterances. The commentaries are
informed by proxemic analysis of non-verbal behaviors (Fig. 3).

At this moment, the problem consists in representing the pan in a better way, in
order to distinguish it from the magnifying glass. By showing the representation and
the object, the teacher focuses students’ attention on the problem of the magnifying
glass-pan distinction through the graphic representation.

According to the teacher’s expectation, the student acts in the milieu, and
suggests by pointing to the object that it would be nice to represent the hole (we
have to do this). We can argue that deciphering the teacher’s expectation (Contract-
driven semiosis = CDS), the student plays a relevant move in the representation
game by deciphering the signs of the milieu (Milieu-driven semiosis = MDS)
according to the problem (Fig. 4).

By showing the representation, pointing to it and looking at it herself, the teacher
draws the student’s attention to the design. Iman tries to draw on the table,
distancing herself from the object (from index to icon, as Pierce could say), and a
generic sign emerges (a ring). But the representation ‘‘big-small’’ for this ring is not
a distinctive sign and it will not really work if only one object is to be recognized.

Deciphering the teacher’s expectation on drawing (CDS), the student produces,
based on the problem as she understands it (MDS), a kind of strategy which can be
useful, but which is not a winning one in this specific learning game (Fig. 5).

The teacher goes on showing the object and its representation, but Iman’s
proposal is taken up by the others. This proposal physically separates the
representation and the object and possibly solves the problem of a generic
representation for the pan and the magnifying glass (a ring with a stick). From this

Fig. 3 Comparing object and representation. The teacher shows the object in her left hand, its
representation, pointing to it with her right hand finger. In doing so, she presents the object and the
representation for comparison. A student, Iman, points to a part of the object, which is characteristic of it
(a hole in the handle). In doing so, a sensory feature is correlated to a specific physical characteristic of
the object that is interesting to solve the problem. One can notice the convergence of the other students’
eyes to the joint semiosis of the teacher and the student
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point of view, it is relevant. But it does not solve the problem of their distinction. So
it is less relevant in this representation game.

We can note how the teacher can be viewed as remaining reticent: she says
nothing of the problem, nor of the proposed solution, nor of other possible solutions.
But showing the object in one hand, and its representation in the other hand makes
her expressive. It’s worth noticing that this teacher’s expression displays a
comparison between the object and its representation, and doesn’t lead to a concrete
comparison between the pan and the magnifying glass. From the equilibration
viewpoint, we can say here that the contract (implicit comparison) is an auxiliary of

Fig. 5 Comparing and suggesting. As in photogram 1, the teacher shows the object in her left hand,
pointing to its representation with her right hand finger. She again presents the object and the
representation for comparison. Another student writes with her finger on the table like Iman. He repeats
the suggestion, adding the possibility of designing a stick (for the handle). We can note that the students’
attention is focused on the other student’s action. The attention of the teacher is focused on the last
student who has just made a proposal

Fig. 4 Pointing and looking.
The teacher herself looks at the
representation drawn by the
designer. She points to it with
her left hand finger. Iman writes
with her finger on the table when
saying a possible representation
of the difference (big-small)
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the milieu (the problem of the relationship between the object, and its graphic
representation that the students failed to recognize) Figs. (6, 7, 8).

One can see, at this moment, how the teacher uses a contract-driven semiosis
(CDS) to restate the issues of the problem (we mistook… we should try to find a
design… knows it’s the pan every time). Facing this situation, she might indicate a
salient feature, or provoke such a statement (you do not see anything unusual in the
pan?).

Fig. 6 Reminding. Showing the
pan and its representation, the
teacher reminds the students of
the real difficulty (we mistook
the pan for the magnifying
glass). One can note the
teacher’s central position and
the convergence of the
children’s eyes

Fig. 7 The problem… (1).
Staying in her position in front
of the pupils, the teacher moves
the object and the representation
onto her left side. At the same
time, she reformulates the
problem relating to the
magnifying glass (one knows it’s
the magnifying glass every time)
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But remaining tacit about a solution, the teacher uses proxemic fittings and other
gestures to complete her talk: first, she shows the object and its representation as in
photogram 1, showing them to all the students; second, she evokes the magnifying
glass (which is absent from the package) putting the pan and its representation on
the left side; third, she moves onto the other side to finally show to the designer the
representation that failed. In doing so, the teacher refers the contract to the
components of the milieu, the data of the problem.

The dynamic structure of this problem is strongly restated at this time (one knows
that it’s the pan every time): the students have to produce a strategy to design the
pan by themselves, thinking of its similarity with the magnifying glass (Fig. 9).

According to the teacher’s expectations, Tilio acts directly in the milieu, by
pointing to the hole in the object (MDS) like Iman did in photogram 1, and by
naming it (a small hole for the handle). In a more theoretical language, we can say
that Tilio deciphered the teacher’s expectation (CDS): there is no hole in the handle
of the magnifying glass, and so the design of a hole in the pan’s handle could
distinguish it from the magnifying glass. In doing so, the student plays a relevant
move in the representation game, by deciphering by herself the signs of the milieu
(MDS) (Fig. 10).

The teacher highlights Tilio’s proposition, making it visible for all the students
(MDS). This sign produced by the student makes it possible to win the
representation game: to recognize the pan ‘‘every time’’. At this moment, we can
see two students that are making a winning move, by drawing on the table,
representing ‘‘the small hole’’ (Fig. 11).

A third student plays a relevant move in the representation game, pointing to
another part of the pan that can also be a distinctive sign for the couple pan-
magnifying glass, and naming it. Its important to note that this student, Colin, was
the designer before the failure, and that all the students are strongly focused on
Colin’s action.

Fig. 8 The problem… (2).
Moving to her right side, near
the designer, she formulates the
problem for the pan. When
talking, the teacher directs her
eyes toward different children,
finishing toward the designer
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Some Commentaries on this First Empirical Study

This short moment illustrates a didactic equilibration process, in which the teacher
plays a crucial role in joint action. We can say that the teacher, by playing a bigger
role in the transactions at some moments (CDS, photograms 4-5-6 and 8) brings the
students to act in the milieu in the right way enabling them to win the representation
game, and finally to win every time. In this respect, according to the dialectics of
reticence and expression, the expression of the teacher is specifically structured, and
enables the students to act accurately. Nevertheless, the semiosis process (MDS) is
produced firstly by the students and the proprio-motu clause is satisfied.

We have also to note that the semiosis elaboration of distinctive signs for the
magnifying glass and the pan goes on in later sessions from stage 3 and stage 4,

Fig. 10 Teacher pointing the
same part. The teacher shows
the pan to the students, pointing
to the part that Tilio pointed to
just before. At this moment, the
eyes of all the students converge
onto the pan, and on the
teacher’s action on it. We can
note that at the same time, Tilio
and Iman start drawing on the
table, as in photograms 2 and 3.
But the design takes another
meaning: what is drawn is
smaller, and they talk about the
small hole the teacher is
showing

Fig. 9 Student pointing a part
of the pan. The teacher
continues showing the object
and its representation. A student
points to a part of the pan, the
same that Iman had pointed to
on photogram 1 (the hole in the
handle). We can note the
convergence of the teacher’s and
the children’s eyes on the hole,
and the student who is pointing
to it
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which leads to the elaboration of a very symbolic system, as represented below
Figs. (3, 12).

This situation with this teacher can be seen as a ‘‘milieu-oriented situation’’, as
previously proposed, in which the students have really to deal with the problem.
Despite this, the teacher produces a considerable amount of signs to orient the
students’ attention and actions. She shows the object (the pan), its representation,
she does not show the other object (the magnifying glass), she produces clear
utterances to restate the problem when a student’s semiosis does not reveal a
winning move. The didactic contract is materialized, in proxemic behaviors and
utterances, to be an auxiliary of the milieu (object, representation, and their
relations). In doing so, the teacher leads the students to finally win a generic
representation game by themselves: to design and recognize every object, every
time, in every package.

Fig. 11 Pointing ‘‘the small
bump’’. The teacher makes the
pan visible for all the students.
Colin points to another part of
the pan, naming it (a small
bump, here). The student’s eyes
are focused on the object, and on
Colin’s action (the designer) on
it

Fig. 12 From objects to a collective symbolic system
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Using Video Conferencing to Teach and Learn English as a Foreign
Language

The following episode is extracted from a video conferencing session during which
four French students interact with five English students at lunchtime. During that
session, the students play a game similar to the well-known ‘‘who is it’’ game that is
a famous two-player game. To play this game, each player secretly and
simultaneously selects one character and then tries to be the first to guess whom
her/his opponent picked.

To play this game, the students rely on a sheet of paper on which 23 different
monsters are drawn. Besides, enlargements of each monster are also provided on
separate sheets of paper so that the students can easily check if the guess is right.

Here is the document used during the session:3 (Fig. 13)
A quick observation of this document shows that the number and the variety of

monsters make it difficult to know precisely what the language contents at stake will
be. Thus we provide here a description of the knowledge that is centered on a
specific episode and oriented by what we know about the situation as it unfolded
during the session.

Before presenting the knowledge at stake, we have to keep in mind that the
didactic games played during video conferencing sessions are specific games.
Indeed during the sessions, both French and English students have to learn the target
language. Consequently, these sessions are in essence bilingual sessions during
which both languages are being used equally to solve the problem posed in the
situation that is here to guess the secret monster. These bilingual sessions are based
on a fundamental principle that could be named the ‘‘equal benefit’’ principle
meaning that both partners have to benefit equally from the exchanges.

For the episode presented here, the English teacher (ET) suggests in French (ST
89) that the French student, Marion, asks her questions in French and the English
student, Stella, answers in English, which the French teacher (FT) readily accepts
(ST 90) (Table 1).

In defining the rules as such, ET states that the main knowledge at stake is
listening to the target language (ST 92: ‘‘you listen to the questions’’) and more
particularly to its phonological characteristics (ST 89 ‘‘pronunciation’’). In this
organization, the native speaker students are considered as ‘‘experts’’ in their own
language and as such are used as authentic references of the target language.

For the selected episode, the game is organized as follows: one French student,
Marion, plays against an English one, Stella who has chosen a monster. Marion has
then to ask Stella questions to find out what monster it is.

Here are the linguistic items the students have to understand (Table 2):
This first analysis and what we know about the situation allow us to produce an a

priori description of the system of epistemic capacities the students will have to
master to evolve adequately in the situation (Table 3).

This chart clearly shows, as stated before, that listening skills represent the main
knowledge at stake in this situation (see EC4 and ECb, highlighted in bold in

3 The red circle indicates what monster is the secret monster in the episode analyzed in this paper.
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Fig. 13 The 23 different monsters

Table 1 Defining the rules

89 ET peut-être si Marion parle en français et nous on va répondre en anglais comme ça on
écoute toujours la prononciation [maybe if Marion speaks French and we answer in
English we can listen to the pronunciation]

90 FT Marion tu parles en français. [Marion you speak French]

91 Marion d’accord [okay]

92 ET (To her students) okay so you reply in English you listen to the questions

In the transcriptions, the words and sentences in brackets correspond to the translation into English of
what is being said in French
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Table 3 above). On the L1 side, we note that the students will have to make efforts
to articulate and pronounce clearly if they want their opponent to be able to
understand them. This is even more important as synchronous exchanges via a video
conferencing device can at times be disrupted by technical problems.

As regards what the students will have to understand, we can consider that
understanding her opponent will be much more challenging for the English student
as she will have to understand a whole question whereas the French student may
have to understand a very short answer. Indeed, in a usual conversation, the answer
to the question ‘‘has your monster got one ear?’’ will most of the time be limited to
‘‘yes’’ or ‘‘no’’. Anyway, even if the English student uses a long answer, such as
‘‘yes, my monster has got one ear’’, the French student will only need to understand
the first word, ‘‘yes’’. So the task is more demanding for the English student who not
only has to understand her opponent’s questions but also rephrase it in her own
language if she has to produce a long sentence. However, considering that the
students always use the same phrase whether it be in French or in English, we can
state that understanding the whole sentence is not crucial or, in other words, that
producing or understanding that sentence is not made necessary to solve the

Table 2 The linguistic items

What the French students have to
understand

What the English students have to understand

Vocabulary Four parts of the body: ear, eyes, nose,
mouths

Three numbers: one, two, three

One determiner: my

One word: monster

Four parts of the body: oreille, yeux, nez,
bouches

Two numbers: deux, trois

Three determiners: un/une, ton

One word: monstre

Phrases My monster has got/hasn’t got….. Est-ce que ton monstre a…?

Table 3 Epistemic capacities

The system of epistemic capacities for the student
asking questions

The system of epistemic capacities for the
students answering questions

EC1: ask a yes/no question in L1

EC2: pronounce the questions clearly in L1

EC3: remember one’s questions so as to limit the
number of questions

EC4: understand the answers in L2

EC5: observe the monsters’ characteristics and cross
out the inadequate monsters

EC6: narrow the possibilities down until you’re ready
to make your guess

EC7: tell your opponent your are ready to make your
guess and present your monster in L1

ECa: choose your monster

ECb: understand the questions in L2

ECc: answer the questions with either yes or no,
a short or a long answer in L1

ECd: pronounce the questions clearly in L1

ECe: accept or reject your opponent’s guess in
L1
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problem. Yet hearing the same sentence several times in the target language
represents a way of becoming acquainted with its pronunciation, which is one
fundamental objective of this situation. That said, the whole game relies more
particularly on the ability to understand four parts of the body and three numbers.

Let’s study what really happens in situ (Table 4).
The analysis of ET’s speech turn 94 shows that this teacher is not entirely

reticent. She repeats the word ‘‘une oreille’’ twice thus weakening the initial milieu.
Indeed, by repeating part of Marion’s utterance using her own way of pronouncing
French, ET deprives Stella of the opportunity to be confronted directly with the
phonological milieu that is the main knowledge at stake in this situation.

Table 4 Transactions

93. Marion: est-ce que ton monstre a une 
oreille ?[has your monster got one 
ear?]

Fig.14: Marion
Marion, the French student, 
asks the first question 
looking straight at the 
camera to make eye contact 
with Stella. 

94. ET: Une oreille [one ear]+++ one + 
oreille [one ear]+ so, one you reply 
with a whole sentence my monster...

Fig.15: Stella
Stella glances twice at her 
teacher and then touches her 
right ear to make sure she 
has interpreted correctly the 
word “oreille”.

95. Stella: my monster has not + got any 
96. ET: no, hasn’t got
97. Stella: hasnt’got + one ear
98. ET: try it again my monster...
99. Stella: my monster hasn’t got one ear

Fig.16: Stella (2)
Stella looks twice at her 
teacher and makes a face, 
which shows she is not very 
sure of what she says.

100. Marion: est-ce que ton monster a ++ 
est-ce que ton monstre a trois yeux 
?[has your monster got 3 eyes?] 

101. Stella: oui ! + yes my monster has 

Fig.17: Marion (2)
After having asked 3 more 
questions to which Stella 

three eyes
102. Marion: est-ce que ton monstre a un 

nez?[has your monster got a nose?]
103. Stella: +++ my monster has got one 

nose
104. Marion: est-ce que ton monstre a 

deux bouches ? [has your monster 
got 2 mouths?]

105. Stella: ++ my monster has a big
mouth

106. Marion: j’ai trouvé [I know]

answers quite rapidly, 
Marion finally declares she 
has discovered the secret 
monster. She shows the 
monster to her English 
partner to make sure her 
guess is right.
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Consequently, her semiotic move (what she says) strongly modifies the initial
situation and the problem at stake; it allows Stella to rely on less authentic French to
interpret Marion’s initial utterance. We can then say that Marion is encouraged to
depend on her entering knowledge and thus to refer to the didactic contract seen as a
system of knowledge that has been previously jointly established between her and
ET as Stella is probably used to her teacher’s pronunciation. In this case, we can say
that the student’s semiosis process is mainly contract-driven (CDS) as Stella can
rely on the intentional signs produced by her teacher. The fact that, at the beginning
of the extract, the teacher’s strategic system is more contract-driven is confirmed by
what she says at the end of ST 94 ‘‘you reply with a whole sentence’’, which, as we
explained before, is not made necessary by the situation.

As a result of ET’s explicit expectations, both in ST 94 and in ST 98 ‘‘try it again
my monster…’’, Stella always answers Marion’s questions using long sentences (ST
99, 101, 103, 105). Here the production of long sentences relies on the habits of
action fostered by the didactic contract. According to us, the fact that Stella
systematically answers with long sentences is brought about by two specific didactic
contracts. The first one corresponds to what we defined as the complete and correct
sentence contract (Gruson 2006), which is one of the contracts that characterizes the
teaching and learning of a foreign language with young beginners. The second one
finds its origins in what we called before the ‘‘equal benefit’’ principle and can also
be named the reciprocity contract (Gruson 2010) that shapes the teachers’ and
students’ discourses and conducts during video conferencing sessions. So in this
situation, we could say that the didactic process is mainly oriented by the teacher’s
discourse. Consequently, at the beginning of this episode, it seems that the milieu is
mainly an auxiliary of the contract and that the on-going semiosis process is mainly
contract-driven (CDS).

Yet, even if the teacher does not remain reticent, we can say that she is not totally
expressive as she could have reacted to Stella’s hesitation by providing more
expressive signs. She could, for example, have said the English word ‘‘ear’’ herself,
which she prevents herself from doing even if, in ST 94, she is on the verge of
revealing it when she says ‘‘one…’’. She could have touched one of her ears or
pointed at one of the monster’s ears on the document, which she does not do. As a
result, if we look closely at the way Stella reacts to Marion’s questions, we can
consider that she really enacts a firsthand relationship to the knowledge at stake.
Indeed, as shown in the second picture, even if Stella tries to find some support near
her teacher and the other English students to make sure she understood the word
‘‘oreille’’ correctly (ST 94), she produces the words ‘‘one ear’’ by herself (ST 97).
However, ET could have been more reticent and instead of repeating the word
‘‘oreille’’ herself, she could have asked Marion to repeat her question or she could
have told Stella to ask her French partner to repeat thus encouraging both students to
interact more directly, which is one of the main objectives of the use of video
conferencing.

Whatever, speech turns 95 and 97 demonstrate Stella’s cognitive work: first the
utterance she produces ‘‘not ? got ? any’’ (ST 95) reveals that she is about either
to refer to an uncountable word or to say that the monster has not got any ears,
which would have shown that she had misinterpreted the word ‘‘oreille’’ as the
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secret monster has two ears (she makes a face, which shows she knows she is not
sure of herself). Then, following ET’s quick input (ST 96), she produces the words
‘‘one ear’’ and in doing so shows that she has been able to decipher the signs of the
milieu: the monsters’ bodily characteristics and the words used by the French
student and, in doing so, to establish meaningful connexions between what were for
her before disconnected entities.

The last part of the extract shows that the didactic game evolves significantly as
both teachers remain completely silent thus allowing Marion and Stella to interact
directly and thus to cope with the problem at stake. Contrary to what we predicted in
our short a priori analysis, Marion also has to enact a first-hand relationship to the
milieu. She cannot content herself with understanding Stella’s positive or negative
answer. She really has to interpret Stella’s utterances when, for example, Stella
answers her last question saying ‘‘my monster has a big mouth’’. In this last part of
the extract, we can then say that both students have to rely on a strategic system that
is much more milieu-driven than at the beginning. They both succeed in building a
system of meanings from what were, to begin with, disconnected symbolic (the
authentic aural forms of several words) and concrete (the representations of these
words on the document) forms.

To conclude, we could say that the actions produced by these students are both
driven by the contract and the milieu and that to evolve in the situation the English
student, in particular, has both to decipher her teacher’s intentional signs and the
non-intentional signs of the milieu. So, in this didactic game, we can put forward
that the joint action relies on a specific equilibration between the didactic contract
and the milieu embodied by a two-fold semiosis and that, what is most interesting,
this specific equilibration changes gradually during the interactions. All along that
short episode, we can argue that the contract-milieu dialectics follows the way the
reticence-expression evolves. The more reticent ET is (or both teachers are), the
more Stella and Marion have to cope with the problem on their own, the more the
transactional system is milieu-oriented.

With this example, we can see that, as Clarke put it, ‘‘language use is really a
form of joint action’’ (Clark 1996, p. 3). Indeed these two students really act in
coordination with each other as the English student has to use the questions asked by
her opponent to formulate her answers knowing that their joint activity is produced
in relation to the same object: the document, and more particularly one of the
monsters. We can say that Stella’s answers are formed to fit the ongoing pattern of
the question–answer game in compliance with the rules defined by the teachers. In
that game, even if the two students are considered as opponents, we can say that
they are partners in Dewey’s sense (1925/1981), as the activity of each of them is
modified and regulated by their partnership: to fail to provide an adequate answer,
that is to fail to understand Marion’s question and to translate the number and the
part of the body Marion used in her questions, would mean that the latter would be
unable to find the secret monster.
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Elements of Synthesis

The Didactic Contract as Common Background in the Semiosis Process

From the student’s point of view, the twofold semiosis means a milieu-driven
semiosis (MDS) and a contract-driven semiosis (CDS). The contract-driven
semiosis is produced against the background of the didactic contract, on which
the activity is based. One has to acknowledge that a great part of this semiosis refers
to signs that the teacher produces by indicating some saliences of the situation, as
they have to be seen by the students. These signs can be considered as an attempt to
communicate the accurate seeing-as in the game, which depends on a common
background between the teacher and the student.

In the Treasure game, the didactic game consists in collectively producing an
accurate means of recognizing the pan. In that way, the transactions between the
students and the teacher cannot be explained without referring to the main stake and
the very structure of this learning game (that is accurately recognizing the pan, and,
in order to do that, producing a good way of designating it, both in itself, and by
contrast with the magnifying glass). One has to take into account the fact that the
students’ deciphering of the teacher’s signs occurs against the background of the
didactic contract. For example, when a student suggests drawing a big ring to
contrast the pan with the magnifying glass, she does not play in the right game, for
this kind of drawing will not enable the students to recognize the pan if this object
has to be represented alone. So when the teacher produces non verbal and verbal
signs in order to make the students conscious of this necessity, the students have to
understand these signs against the common background of the definitory rules of the
didactic game. The didactic contract has been designed by the ancient habits
elaborated in the previous transactions, but it is also shaped by the current game at
stake.

In the Who is it? game, the learning game consists in being able to determine the
relevant features of the monster. The students have to play a familiar ‘‘logical’’
game, but this game is played in a foreign language, which means they first have to
understand the questions in a foreign language. The empirical analysis showed that
the milieu is composed both by the ‘‘graphic’’ milieu of the different drawings of
monsters, and by the answers the student provides when using the foreign language.
The student can rely on a kind of commentary from the teachers (or from other
students), which holds as a production of signs on the signs produced by the student.
For example, when the English student starts to produce a ‘‘wrong’’ syntactic
structure in answering the French’s student question, she can rely on the teacher’s
‘‘correction’’, which orients her in the milieu of the possible meanings of the word
‘‘Oreille’’ (ear) without giving her the right answer. An ancient habit of the didactic
contract (deciphering the signs of the teacher’s help) is enacted in the current
learning game.

In both cases (Treasure Game and Who is it Game), playing the right game
supposes the right deciphering of signs, but this right deciphering depends on the
possibility to acknowledge the right didactic contract, as a common background
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against which actions unfold. Situating themselves in the accurate contract enables
the students to enact a relevant semiosis. By providing the very structure of the
game, as a kind of thought style (Fleck 1979), the contract furnishes its logic, and
the grammar of the deciphering process.

Reframing the Empirical Analysis: The Entanglement of the Two Semiosis

It may be useful to reframe the above analyses in a comparative way in order to
elicit some features of the relationship between the two semiosis.

As we argued, we can recognize two kind of semiosis from the student’s point of
view. First, the semiosis of the signs of the milieu, that we have termed the milieu-
driven semiosis (MDS). Second the semiosis of the teacher’s signs in the contract,
that we can term the contract-driven semiosis (CDS).

The equilibration process involves a kind of entanglement of the two processes
that we are going to describe in the two empirical studies that we previously carried
on.

In the Treasure Game, first the teacher produces what we may call an orienting
move, by reminding the students (i) the confusion between the pan and the
magnifying glass, and (ii) the necessity to identify the pan for itself.

These utterances are to be acknowledged and used by the students in the didactic
game. As a matter of fact, they are a means, for the teacher, to reposition the
students in the right learning game, which consists in being able to decipher
accurately the representations of the objects, and, in order to do that, to design
collectively the right distinctive and opposite features.

As a result of this first contract-driven semiosis, one student becomes able to
identify a relevant feature (a small hole here), not because he has scrutinized the pan
in a more meticulous way, but because he has done that in the right seeing-as, the
deciphering game seeing-as, as it is given by the didactic contract. The milieu-
driven semiosis is oriented by the Game background as it has been enacted by the
CDS.

In the Who is it? Game the first semiosis that the student has to produce refers to
the French utterance [with the word ‘‘Oreille’’ (ear)] by comparison to her chosen
monster. It’s a milieu-driven semiosis, given by the right playing of the game. But
she does not succeed immediately in identifying the French word, and she finds
some help in deciphering the signs provided by the teacher, a repetition of the
French word, and a correction of a syntactic error which enable her to understand
her semantic error. In this case, one can argue that the first MDS is reshaped by the
CDS.

A comparison between the two semiosis processes enables us to identify a
general structure in the teacher’s strategic system. A didactic game is primarily
defined as the teacher’s game on the student’s game. When the student plays the
didactic game, she may be confused at two generic levels. First, the student may fail
to recognize the game to be played, at the coarse grain level of the common
background (as in the Treasure Game). Second, the student may play in the right
learning game, but be challenged at a finer level (as in the Who is it? Game). The
teacher’s strategic system can be described in relation to these two general levels,
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that one may consider as the two poles of a gradient. In some cases, the teacher has
to remind the students of the general structure of the game, in order to make them
conscious of the very logic of the didactic activity. In some cases, the teacher has to
help the students overcome their strategic or technical difficulty at an immanent
level.

In a more general way, we contend that the teacher’s game may be viewed in
itself as a semiosis process, in which the teacher has to be able to understand which
causes prevent the students from playing the accurate didactic game. The whole set
of JATD descriptors (for instance the genesis triplet) has to be understood against
this background. For example, topogenesis can be thought of as a way of
understanding the role the teacher holds in his gaming on the student’s game.
Reticence can be analyzed by referring the notion to the grain of the teacher’s
action. For example, one may study the relationship between the grain of the
teacher’s action (i.e. a game oriented action or a specific strategy oriented action)
and the necessity of reticence. In the same way, Expression can be referred to the
grain of the teacher’s action. Moreover, the expression-reticence dialectics can be
seen as a fundamental instrument of the teacher’s semiosis process. As we have
seen, the teacher can choose to express herself, or to be reticent, or to enact a
specific equilibration between reticence and expression, according to the kind of
semiosis (MDS or CDS) she wants to enact in students’ activity. The semiosis
process in didactics could thus be described as a specific entanglement of two
dialectics, the expression-reticence dialectics, and the contract-milieu dialectics
through the equilibration process.

Why Comparative Approach Matters?

In this paper, we followed a comparative approach. What does this mean?
Our comparative approach lies in the fact that we use concepts that we consider

in their generic power, i.e. in their capacity to account for every didactic activity.
Under the generic descriptions that these concepts provide, the teacher’s action may
be viewed as dealing with the same kind of necessities, whatever the institutional
settings in which it unfolds. In this sense, our generic approach is a way of finding
the universal in the changing modes of didactic transactions. But this generic
approach alone does not enable us to give an appropriate account of these
transactions. We argue that in focusing the researcher’s attention on the role of the
semiosis process in the equilibration process we provide her with a potentially
useful structure. But such a structure achieves its virtual relevance only when the
concepts are specified to the actual didactic games at stake, which means a strong
focus on the kind of knowledge the students have to understand and enact in order to
play accurately.

In this way, we argue that a comparative approach is neither a kind of new
discipline, nor a way to do better in didactics. We can say of Didactics what
Durkheim (1982, p. 157) said of Sociology: ‘‘Comparative didactics [sociology] is
not a special branch of didactics [sociology]; it is didactics [sociology] itself, in so
far at it ceases to be purely descriptive and aspires to account for facts’’.
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Here we encounter a fundamental conception of the relationship between the
universal and the particular. As Brandom (2003) pointed out, a pragmatist stance
brings us to refer not to the applying of concepts, but truly to the instituting of
concepts. By instituting a concept onto an empirical material, we discover new
properties of this concept, which is reshaped by its concrete occurrence (at the same
time, of course, we understand the concrete anew). The comparative stance allows
us to precisely institute our concepts in different concretes, and, in doing so, to
continuously reshape these concepts, and to continuously augment their relevance.
In Piagetian terms (Piaget 1977), one could assert that the comparative stance,
whatever the scientific approach it involves, is a true way of accommodating the
concepts in their institution.
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